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Abstract 

In the last decades, miniaturized robotics have provided a lot of proof of concept of 
micromanipulation technologies using both non contact actuation and contact tweezers enabling to 
handle and position micro and nano-objects. However, the performances in micro-nanoscale 
manipulation are still far away from the large scale robotics in term of dexterity and throughput. In 
the presentation, we will explore the main challenges and some recent works in improving the 
microhandling performances. In contact manipulation, the improvement of dexterity may enable to 
perform in-hand repositionning of future dexterous microhands whose first proofs of concept will be 
introduced. In non contact manipulation, we will explore the use of electric fields to both position and 
measure the position of single cells (T-cells and cancer cells) for highthroughput sorting dedicated to 
adoptive cell therapies. 
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